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CorporateStays.com, a world leader in furnished and corporate apartments, is committed to not 
only providing the very best in accommodations for their clients, but also a sense of security and 
confidence with each booking. As a result of this ongoing commitment, CorporateStays.com is 
pleased to announce a receiving of accreditation from the Association of Serviced Apartment 
Providers, or ASAP. Since forming in 2002, ASAP has become the leading global quality 
assessment, reporting, recognition and accreditation system for the serviced apartment, 
corporate housing and executive suites sectors of the hospitality industry. Their accreditation 
will serve as an assurance of quality to clients who book with CorporateStays.com, while also 
ensuring a continued emphasis on offering top-tier experiences from the company.  
 
CorporateStays.com understands the importance of peace of mind in relation to booking a place 
to stay on a forthcoming business trip. When searching for accommodations, many business 
travelers are forced to rely on user reviews and word-of-mouth testimonies from their peers, 
resulting in a subjective narrative that may not always hold up. This can lead to unpleasant 
experiences during a business or corporate trip that have a detrimental effect on the trip’s 
purpose. While CorporateStays.com and ASAP do believe in the importance of online ratings 
and reviews, an unbiased, third-party entity is the best way to provide an unobstructed 
assessing of a property.  
 
ASAP’s Professional Quality Assessors use a well-tested process of assessing a sample of the 
operator’s inventory against more than 250 service quality, regulatory and safety criteria, while 
mirroring the overall guest experience. This is done through an overnight stay that gives the 
assessor a true guest’s experience, and includes the booking process, arrival formalities, and 
the overnight stay and departure experience. Each element of the overnight assessment is 
scored to ensure that the entire product and experience meets ASAP’s exacting standards. 
 
“The serviced apartment industry is rapidly expanding worldwide, therefore it is essential to be 
accredited by a reliable association such as ASAP, this way our guests feel reassured about the 
quality standards of our accommodations. ” Lindsay Haining, Director of Global Supply Chain. 

As a worldwide leader leader in corporate housing, the CorporateStays.com is always striving 
for new ways to ensure a more at-home experience for their clients, with guest satisfaction at 
the forefront of its goals. The company is proud to be one of only 170+ accredited ASAP 
members, and looks forward to the benefits the accreditation provides both the company and its 
clients. This new relationship enhances CorporateStays.com’s ability to offer business travelers 
and corporate a superior alternative to hotels, with the assurance of quality on all levels before 
the booking is made.  

http://www.corporatestays.com/
http://theasap.org.uk/
http://theasap.org.uk/


 

Further information:  

Founded in 2008, CorporateStays.com provides personalized corporate housing experiences 
for business travelers across the globe, including complimentary concierge and worldwide guest 
support. With a staff of over 60 expert corporate housing specialists and property partners on 
hand, the company meticulously manages and maintains thousands of properties located in 
numerous countries, each offering the highest tiers of comfort, amenities, and location. This 
provides guests with an experience no hotel can match -- the feeling of being at home, even 
when abroad.  

 

 
 
  


